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Friday's Phonics   - 5th Feb 2021

What to put on

The words and sentences your child wrote today 

during this lesson.

Find me... / Make me the word...(pig, red, ship etc.)

Handwriting practice - One letter at a time!- Children to sky write first, then on paper. Say number 
formation rhymes.  (see last slide).  Today we will practise letters that go under the line!
 p     g     f     ff   y   j     ng     qu Link to rhymes
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 he she  me  
Read and copy tricky words Read and copy tricky words

is    I

1) Say the words: chill, wing, squash            2) Segment it using robot talk.  Do jolly phonics actions if you can.
3)  Children to circle the letters on their sound mat.    4) Children to write the word independently. 
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1. Say the sentence: a big shell.      2. Count the words.    3. Write one word at a time after robot talking it.  Check on 
sound mat if needed.     4. Keep repeating the sentence to hear what comes next.  5. Re-read the whole sentence at 
the end.  

1. Say the sentence: squash a hat    2. Count the words.    3. Write one word at a time after robot talking it.  Check on 
sound mat if needed.     4. Keep repeating the sentence to hear what comes next.  5. Re-read the whole sentence at 
the end.  

1. Say the sentence:The king can sing .  2. Count the words.    3. Write one word at a time after robot talking it.  
Check on sound mat if needed.     4. Keep repeating the sentence to hear what comes next.  5. Re-read the whole 
sentence at the end.  Videos to watch the correct letter formation:

Youtube: 'Letter Formation (Read, Write, Inc.)'
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ijd45Qddxfo    
>> note in the UK we say 'zed' for Z not 'zee'

Youtube: 'Learning to Write with Correct Letter Formation full Alphabet' from 
Epic Phonics

www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYYSBProJH4
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Back to letter 
writing slide
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